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PREFACE 
 
My Prayer Experience 

 
 
I would like to share with you how I have grown to love 

praying while holding the belief that my smallest to largest 
prayers are being answered. My prayer life has been a 
journey of learning how to grow deeper spiritual roots. 
Without spiritual roots, I spent most of my life in a routine of 
eating, sleeping, and working. My corporate training taught 
me to keep my priorities straight: their next project! I quickly 
learned to treat myself like a glorified robot. I told myself: 
don’t cry, don’t feel, and don’t be real. I learned to stuff my 
true feelings until I didn’t know what I was feeling, all the 
while pretending to be happy! I was young and ambitious; I 
denied my hidden anger at how badly I neglected and treated 
myself. Eventually this ruthless behavior left me willing to 
sacrifice my time, energy, health, and finally spirit—my life. I 
had no clue as to what I was missing, even though I had the 
success that many of my friends envied and believed was of 
great importance: great titles, increasing salary, new cars, 
and material possessions. Eventually, as you will learn, I gave 
it all up in search of deeper meaning and a life filled with 
love.  

Over the years, I’ve learned so much from watching 
nature. Imagine we are sitting on a riverbank overlooking a 
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river, and we are noticing it flows in one direction. Imagine 
that our life training has taught us to go against the natural 
current—to go upstream, deny-self, suffer, try harder, act 
stronger, become exhausted, and pretend—and, over time, 
we feel more and more lifeless. We have lost our joy! In the 
meantime, the river of life is patiently waiting for us to seek 
nature’s way, live our inherent passion, let life be easy, and 
attract our good to us. 

I had never stopped to see my life from a higher, more 
meaningful perspective and really comprehend and be 
grateful for the Intelligence that sustains my life, keeps my 
heart beating, knows how to digest my food, and gives me 
the capability to speak and walk. This Source serves the 
mechanics of my body 24 hours a day without my even 
thinking about it. I’m sorry to say that many years had gone 
by before I thanked my organs for being my faithful servants 
in sustaining my body. I started to ask myself questions like: 
When was the last time I appreciated my little finger for all 
the ways it has served me? Some call this intelligence God, 
Creator, Higher Power, Divine Intelligence, or Source—it is 
not so much about using the right name, as it is the 
relationship and honor I have by embracing the amazing 
Creator God who breathes limitless breath and spirit into this 
sacred vessel called “my body.” 

I have come to realize that I can communicate with this 
Divine Infinite Intelligence because it’s intimately involved in 
keeping me alive. Knowing this fact as my truth, I invite you 
into the journey of how I learned to believe in answered 
prayers. 
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I offer my prayers to the relationship I have with Jesus, I 
have a personal conversation with Him, who happens to be 
my Master teacher. (Create your prayers to the God of your 
understanding.) I honor and respect Jesus as the ultimate 
Wise One. I share my heart desires with Him and know that I 
will receive the answers I seek—or that something even 
greater will surprise me. Divine timing is always in order. 
Sometimes He has better ideas and prolongs providing an 
answer; sometimes I get instant results. I trust Jesus with my 
request with all of my heart. While I have had years to 
experience the incredible power of prayer, in the beginning I 
had to go on faith alone that the possibility of my prayers 
being answered was real! 

Some of us at some point in our lives have asked: Where 
is God in my time of deepest need? Or Why do bad things 
happen to good people? 

Many of you have read my books about my holistic 
healing story—I had a disease for six to seven years that 
numerous medical doctors said was incurable. My face 
turned bright fire engine red and was in the process of 
becoming deformed. I no longer could read or drive, and at 
age 42 it might have looked as if my life was over. (Before and 
After pictures on my web site) At the time, I really didn’t see 
how I could ever live to tell my story, but I had this still small 
voice inside of my head that refused to believe all I was 
lacking was pharmaceutical medication. I also believed that 
the Creator who created me knew how to repair me. At the 
time, my question was: What is my body lacking and what 
can I do to support my self-healing process? 
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I was fortunate enough that for years I had been hired to 
work in the corporate world because of my “gift of intuitive 
knowing.” Being able to solve complex corporate issues gave 
me the skills I needed to realize fundamental truths, and 
natural ways to solve business and personal challenges. 
Nothing in my corporate background was labeled “incurable,” 
so I knew in my heart that my body couldn’t be as 
complicated as the medical world tried to convince me it was. 
Faced with the biggest challenge of my life, I made it my 
intention for the next six to seven years to prove by faith the 
idea that “nothing is impossible with God.” I believed I would 
be completely healed! 

My story has a happy ending. In the seventh year, my 
faith led me to find the keys to holistic healing. During that 
year, my face healed, my vision returned, and my heart filled 
with joy and tremendous gratitude. I realized that my faith, 
coupled with the knowledge I had gained during my 
corporate career, helped me fight for self-healing no matter 
what the cost! I stood up against all odds and trusted that 
God had the answers—engraved in my understanding was 
the belief that the immune system does inherently heal and 
repair. This is an experience I will always cherish and trust. 
What I learned about finding natural solutions became my 
“gift” in teaching others how to experience self-healing for 
themselves. I now tell people that I am a student in God’s 
University, always learning more about finding natural 
solutions—and that I’m enrolled for life. I know I will never 
graduate, because there is always more to learn. 
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I believe I have found an answer to my question: Why did 
God allow this suffering to happen in my life? My spiritual 
teacher asked me this pop-quiz question one day, “Would 
you go through this traumatic deforming, near blindness 
experience again if you knew it would help others around the 
world have encouragement and hope, and help them heal 
their lives?” Without hesitation I answered, “YES!”  

Humbled by my miracle healing education, I have learned 
that I can interact with and develop a closer relationship with 
the invisible God source—the Intelligence that created me—
and ask it to teach me the right path that matches Its will, Its 
love, and Its passion for my life? This Intelligence must be 
paying attention to me, to keep me alive. Is it possible to 
imagine a fulfilling life and have it be so? Said another way, 
can I align myself with this Intelligence that has natural 
principles for my body, mind, and spirit, in order to reap the 
rewards in my everyday life? I believe this is possible and I 
have proven it. 

 
God isn’t confused, but sometimes we are 

and we need guidance.  
 
I encourage you to live a peace-filled life, give others your 

overflow of self-love, embrace yourself daily for being a 
blessing in this world, and practice the prayer examples in 
this book until you truly know How to Believe in Answered 
Prayers. 
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My before and after pictures of my face, along with 
pictures of my prayer box and altar - suggestions for yours are 
at the end of this book. 

As a bonus, I share my personal story, including a bedside 
visit from Jesus while I was in the hospital. During His visit, I 
experienced a miraculous healing that baffled the doctors. 

From my heart to yours, enjoy this book and be an angel 
helper by growing deeper spiritual roots and teaching others 
to do the same.  
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